AN IMPORTANT DECISION
The threshold that we are approaching with the end of 2012 can be perceived as a point of
an important decision affecting the future of the Earth and humanity. I see in front of us a
crossroads. The road following the rhythm of the cosmic cycles is leading towards the future
multidimensional Earth. The other one represents continuation of the tragically distorted path
along which humanity is traveling right now. It leads to a dead end.
It is not enough to nourish the hope that the right decision will finally be made by humanity,
which direction to take. The problem is that the counter-forces that try to secure the
continuation of their control over the Earth are constantly creating a kind of a fog trying to
hide the moment of decision from the awareness of humanity. It would be an unprecedented
loss for the Earth and all its beings if the point of decision would be overseen.
The proposed meditation is not pushing towards decision but giving an impulse to clarify the
situation. The artificially produced fog should give place to the clarity of vision.







Get in the inner touch with the waters of the Earth, being oceans, rivers or lakes.
Feel their magnetic power which is capable to pull unto their crystalline substance all
the emotional fog that is blurring people’s clear mind causing them to oversee the
most important point of decision.
Then go with your awareness from your heart centre, around your head and along the
back space of your body into the depth of the Earth.
Go so deep to reach the layer of the archetypes governing the cycles of the planet’s
evolution.
Bring from there the qualities/visions of the future Earth and humanity up to the
surface of the planet. Let them distribute throughout the continents as an inspiration
for the right decision to be made.
Hold the experienced qualities/visions within yourself for a while to get to know them
profoundly and share this knowledge with other people in your daily life if they are
open to listen.

